What is it about my use of the English language that prevents you from listening?

It is my opinion that you have a fiduciary responsibility, and you know it, to provide your donors, that of course include the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, money launderer of money launderers, the bully of bullies, the special interest banker of special interest bankers who make a total mockery of the U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve, not to mention the US Justice Department sitting on their hands waiting for a DAAC thug to finish me off, with a full disclosure of the knowledge you have of your DAAC blackened hands.
I assume Philip Wood of your organization explained to you the email I sent him as well as the thrust of www.just3ants.com and consequently even if you don’t have a conscience when using and abusing the likes of discombobulated John Dau so that you and your shameful colleagues can continue to “bring home the bacon” as John Dau and Co. are co-opted, encouraging his some 8,000 brothers still in refugee camps in Kenya to continue “groveling” making for “picture perfect” posters and TV documentaries, you do perfectly understand that not only do I intend to name you all as defendants in an epic Anti-Trust War Crimes-Crimes Against Humanity complaint but that you should all pay handsomely in this lifetime as well for the genocides you perpetuate, not to mention how very shameful that you would ignore the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel’s puppeting of you.

Scum is the least offensive word that will come to the minds of a jury of our peers, wouldn’t you agree?

Again, put me in touch with your legal department and/or outside legal counsel who would both know to notify your insurance liability providers.

Also understand that the “will to survive” while very strong in healthy animals - us humans of course the least sensitive including when it comes to lovemaking just ask any beautiful woman like my very in shape wife – can in an instant change.

When the dialogue becomes two monologues it is the beginning of the end! – Marie Dion Gevisser

The Meek With Teeth Shall Inherit The Earth - Gg

Let me know if you are losing your appetite. I know of an excellent vet in Alpine, about 15 miles west from our Stone Home in the awesome Cleveland National Forest,

Question: If a man speaks in a forest and there is only a woman around, is he still wrong?

The world would be far better off if women were on permanent PMS then they wouldn’t put up with any of the bullshit! - MDG

Gold closing at US$748.

[Word count 442]
Can you provide a list of your donors?
Subject: RE: STILL YOU HAVE TO THINK ABOUT ISRAEL GOING IT ALONE IN SECURING FOR CHINA ITS MUCH NEEDED OIL...WE LOSE MONEY AND MEGALOPOLY STOMPS ON MY TUSHY - LESS IS MORE OR LESS - up in the air - israeli military intelligence report

Dear Sirs:

Please remove this email address from your correspondence. It is intended only for fundraising enqueries.

Thank you for your co-operation.

Jennifer Runde
Donor Services Specialist